
Fitting & Care Instructions
Installation
Remove or retract your antenna. See below if you have a fixed antenna. Pull your cover over the
roof of your vehicle from the back to the front. Drop your cover over the sides, then fit the elastic
hem of your cover under the front bumper of your vehicle. Secure your cover under the rear
bumper and corners.
To secure your cover on your vehicle, attach one end of the supplied rope to a grommet set in
the side of your cover. Toss the rope under the vehicle and tie the rope to the web loops on the
opposite side. For extra security you may also use a cable lock in these web loops (cable lock not
supplied).

Antennas
Check your antenna—many antennas simply unscrew at their base. If your antenna cannot be
removed or retracted, you will need to make a small hole in your cover for it.
Put your cover on as much of your vehicle as you can without covering the antenna. Mark the
area where your cover will go over the antenna. With a sharp pencil or pen, carefully push a small
hole in your cover. Peel the backing from your antenna patch (Fig. 1, supplied) and, centering the
hole in the patch over the hole in your cover, adhere the patch to the outside
of your cover. Press the patch down firmly. Carefully lift your cover down over your antenna,
threading your antenna through the hole, and finish fitting your cover.

Care
Clean your cover with a soft brush and lukewarm water or machine wash in COLD water. DO NOT
USE SOAP as it may remove the protective coating added by the factory. Line dry only; do not
machine dry.
Avoid trapping moisture under your cover. If your vehicle is outside for long periods or under snow,
trapped moisture can sometimes cause paint to become cloudy. We recommend removing your
cover every 30 days. Let your vehicle dry completely before reinstalling your cover.

Storage
A convenient storage bag is provided for your cover. Be sure the cover is completely dry before
you store it in the storage bag for an extended period.

Two Year Limited Warranty

This product is factory warranted for workmanship and materials fro 2 years
from the date of purchase.

Made by
Classic Accessories, Inc., Kent  WA 98032
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